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March is a great month for starting to get
stuck into the  garden. Begin planting
those Summer bulbs so they get the best
chance of growth, work  compost into your
bedding and protect emerging shoots
from slugs. Stay on top of early growth of
your lawn by mowing as soon as you can
and also get on top of weeding now,
before they really start to take hold. Also
start any pruning of bushes. Early prep is
vital to ensure you don't get overwhelmed
later 
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Every Spring a free initiative is available to help you

make the most of the outdoor areas at your site and give

all your visitors a greener space to enjoy...

If you think you have seen more of us
recently, Paul isn't in more than one
place at the same time, we just have
just added again to our fleet. PJR now
have 3 vehicles out on the roads
including a new mini van. The new van
signage went on a few weeks back
thanks to Peacock Printing. Here they
all are lined up, ready for action. 

       FIERY SKYSocial Media Stories 
If you are new to our newsletters, you
may not be aware that we have been
involved in planting tress with schools
in the past. Every Spring we like to try
and remind the businesses that work
with us of an initiative available that
enables them to acquire free trees for
planting. 
With environmental concerns growing
as we lose more and more wooded
areas to development,  the Woodland
Trust want to make sure everybody in
the UK has the chance to plant a tree.
Every spring they give  away thousands
of trees to schools and community
grpups. The aim  is to work together,
to get millions more trees in the
ground over time!

TThey have many different varieties
available to suit all planting needs
from privacy hedging through to
faster growing, taller trees.
Those eligible for the packs include
;schools, nurseries, colleges,
universities, outdoor learning
centres, sports clubs, parish
councils, scouts, guides and many
more.   Applications for their
Autumn 2021 delivery, opens later in
the Spring. If you'd like to speak to
them they can be contacted at
enquiries@woodlandtrust.org.uk.
Of course if you need help with
planting, this is a service we can
offer as part of our grounds
packages.

 BOREDOM BEATER  
(Answer at the bottom of the page) 

 'First, I threw away the outside and cooked
the inside. Then I ate the outside and threw

away the inside. What did I eat?'

Don't forget that the
clocks go forward one
hour at 1am on the last
Sunday in March (28th).
Sure we are all looking
forward to lighter
evenings and longer days.
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PAUL'S MONTHLY

TIP...

Spring Forward

COMPLETE FLEET

Morning from down on
the farm .#pjr #essex
#rayleigh #farm
#countrylife
#essexbusiness 
#garden #momring
#sunrise

https://www.instagram.com/pjrservices/

